
the newspaper. I have a copy of it. The outline of the

ships that were passing the lighthouse even though reduced

in candlepower became a perfect target for torpedoes. They

could see them come through and break that light and get the

outline. The activity was confirmed on page 1 of the Miami

Herald dated July the 26th, 1942. Dick Danner as I

mentioned earlier was my friend. And I've had much

correspondence with him through the years since. My friend

and special agent in charge of the Miami FBI saw to it that

I was almost always accompanied by one of his men. The

information that we learned was what they call very

classified. So much so that it did not become known beyond

his office. In fact the department didn't even know a lot

of it. There was a case when a Navy blimp was searching the

waters off Hillsborough when a German sub surfaced right out

there in those shallow waters this side of the Gulfstream.

And it surfaced right underneath the blimp. Well, it used

its deck guns because they opened the hatch and came out and

got that deck gun and they shot down the blimp. But before

that blimp completely fell to the water they were able to

use their radio and they called in to the Ft. Lauderdale

Naval Air Station which was just a few miles away. It

didn't take them long to get their Grumman TBFs in the air.

And they were right out there and those waters being shallow

until you get out past the Gulfstream, and they found the

sub and they blew him to pieces. I had proof of that

because I had a mattress that came out of that sub and I

kept it for years and years. A bunk mattress like they use

on the submarines.- --Well, all of this here caused an

activity on the. part of the Patrol in delivering blood. We
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